Predictive value of unipolar and bipolar electrograms in idiopathic outflow tract ventricular arrhythmia mapping and ablation.
Radiofrequency catheter ablation is an effective therapy for focal idiopathic outflow tract ventricular arrhythmia (OTVA). However, visual inspection of the unipolar electrogram (EGM) QS morphology is subjective with a poor specificity for predicting successful ablation sites. This study aims to evaluate the predictive value of unipolar and bipolar EGMs in OTVA mapping and ablation. Twenty-two patients scheduled for idiopathic OTVA ablation were prospectively enrolled. During the procedure, unipolar and bipolar EGMs were recorded simultaneously and visually inspected by the operator to identify their values for predicting arrhythmogenic sites. Quantitative features of the unipolar EGM including the ratio of amplitude of the first positive peak versus the nadir (R-ratio), the maximum descending slope (MaxSlope), and the time interval between the initial deflection point to the MaxSlope (D-Max) were calculated for each target site in offline analysis. EGMs from 100 sites were collected in 20 patients and analyzed. The bipolar reverse polarity characteristic was not as practical for identifying successful ablation site as the unipolar QS characteristic. Successful ablation sites demonstrated smaller R-ratio and shorter D-Max than unsuccessful sites, but no significant difference in MaxSlope. A unipolar EGM-derived quantitative criterion provided significantly better specificity (0.70) than visual inspection (0.37) without compromising on the sensitivity (0.83 vs. 0.89). The bipolar reverse polarity characteristic was not a practical method for identifying target in idiopathic OTVA ablation. The unipolar EGM-derived quantitative criteria have better predictive performance than visual inspection of the QS characteristic and are likely to reduce unnecessary ablation sites.